Vocational Contingency Regulatory Framework, 2021

Arts Award: adapted assessment report form
Young person’s name: Jodie Smith
Adviser’s name:

Tim Burke

Centre name: The 6th Form College
Evidence Checklist:
Part of Gold
Arts Award

Part A:
extend own
arts practice

Part B: career
development

Evidence Required

Level of
Completion
of Part

Where
evidence can
be found

What
evidence
is missing

Complete (C)
Part Complete
(PC)
Not Complete
(NC)

eg page/slide
number, relevant
link). If no
evidence is
available, please
note N/A

(check box)

Unit 1 – personal arts development
 details of their main art
C
Portfolio Page 1
form/arts practice
 details of the new art
Portfolio Page 2
form/genre/arts practice
and why they have
chosen it
 a skills development plan
Portfolio Page
3-4
 evidence of working with
Diary blog on
a practitioner
WordPress experienced within the
see dates Jannew art form/genre/arts
March
practice
 evidence of progress
Diary blog on
WordPress see dates JanMarch
 evidence of the new art
Photos:
work
Portfolio Pages
6-10
 evidence of sharing the
Video: see
new art work
supplied URL
 feedback from others
Survey
responses,
portfolio Page
11-14
 a final review, including
Diary blog on
reflection on the new
WordPress skills developed and the
see April post
influence this has had on
their main art form/arts
practice
 evidence of research into NC
opportunities to
participate in the arts

☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☒

opportunities
in the arts

Part C:
research
practitioners
and review
arts events

Part D: form
and
communicate
a view on an
arts issue

 a description of what
they did on their
placement/
volunteering/training/
workshops
 reflection on how their
experiences have
supported their learning
and arts development
 comments about their
participation from the
practitioners leading the
placement/
volunteering/training/
workshops
 research into more
advanced arts
practitioners, their work
and any organisations
that support them,
including details of any
contact with the more
advanced arts
practitioners chosen or
others involved with
their work
 reviews of relevant arts
events/experiences
 reflection on how their
research and
experiences have
influenced their own arts
practice and/or plans
and how they might
develop their arts
practice in the future
 a description of the arts
issue and why they have
chosen it
 evidence of research into
a range of views about
the issue, both
supporting and differing
from their own views
 reflection on the
research and how it has
influenced their views
 the final argument they
have built up about the
issue

☒

☒
☒

C

C

Portfolio pages
15-20

☐

Diary blog on
WordPress see April &
May posts
Portfolio pages
21-22

☐

Folder 2: Arts
Issue, doc 1

☐

Folder 2: Arts
Issue, doc 2-10

☐

Folder 2: Arts
Issue, doc 11

☐

Folder 2: Arts
Issue, doc 1213

☐

☐
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 evidence of how the final
argument was shared
with others and their
feedback

Folder 2: Arts
Issue, doc 14

☐
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Part A:
leadership
project aims
and
outcomes

Part B:
organise
people and
resources

Part C:
manage the
project

Unit 2 - leadership
 A project plan detailing,
but not limited to:
– identification of the
qualities of a leader
– a description of their
role and the specific
leadership skills they want
to develop
– a description of the
project, its aims and
desired outcomes
– how their role relates to
the roles of others (if any)
– plans for monitoring
progress and collecting
feedback
 a project plan detailing,
but not limited to:
– practical issues
– timescales
– promotion of the project
– how they will deliver the
project
– how they will evaluate
their leadership
development
– their plans for the public
showing of the project (see
Part D)
– risk assessment
– consideration of health
and safety issues
– consideration of any other
relevant legislation
– how they will evaluate
their leadership
development
 evidence of the delivery of
the project, eg diary log,
recordings, annotated
photographs, printed
materials, details of
meetings and discussions
 reflection on where and
how they are developing
and applying their chosen
leadership skills and how
they are inspiring and
motivating participants,
leading creativity,
responding to and
resolving problems, and

of an arts project
C
Portfolio pages
23-25

C

NC

Portfolio pages
26-28

☐

☐

☒

☒
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Part D:
manage a
public
showing

Part E:
leadership
project
report

working with and
supporting others.
 evidence of how they are
collecting feedback from
others, both about the
project and about their
leadership abilities
 details of how the project
will be shown/shared
publicly
 their responsibilities in
relation to the public
showing/sharing

☒

NC

☒
☒

 details of how they have
organised people and
resources

☒

 delivery of the public
showing/sharing
 ongoing reflection on
where and how they are
developing and applying
their chosen leadership
skills while managing the
event
 feedback from participants
and audience members
 a project report including,
but not limited to:
– how their leadership
skills have developed
– how the project has
developed their art form
knowledge and
understanding, creativity
in arts practice, planning
and review skills and their
communication skills
– how well their project
plan worked
– achievements, successes
and challenges
– what they have learnt
about working effectively
with others
– what they have learnt
from the feedback they
received
– what they would do
differently in future in
terms of improving the
project

☒
☒

☒
NC

☒
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Adviser Reflective Statement:
Advisers must provide details about all missing evidence. For each Part of the award marked
as Part Complete/Not Complete, you should explain:
▪
▪

How the young person would have achieved it
What they learnt or would have wanted to learn

(please note you do not need to provide comments for Complete Parts).
The reflective statement can be submitted in audio format if preferred (MP3 /wav are
recommended) - please name your file(s) suitably and include information below about where
the file(s) can be accessed and add timecodes as appropriate (if your recording includes detail
for more than one young person).

Unit 1, Part B: Jodie was unable to engage in suitable volunteering or work experience activities due to
local venues she had expressed an interest in completing this with, not offering opportunities due to
lockdown.
At the beginning of the Arts Award programme we had discussed the sorts of roles she was interested in
gaining experience in and organisations she planned to approach. Jodie has a keen interest in stage
management as a career pathway but was interested in finding out about the range of roles in the
theatre industry. Her research had planned to focus on work experience, volunteering or training
activities in 3 local theatres in the town nearest to her home, which are small scale but provide a range
of entertainment aimed at the local community. She also said she would conduct research into national
opportunities such as bigger theatres/arts venues in London but wasn’t sure it would be practical for her
to complete work experience in these venues.
Research: The plan was for her to find out about the organisations and sorts of teams and roles that
operate inside these venues. She would look specifically for internships, volunteering and work
experience opportunities but would also conduct wider research about the sorts of paid roles that
ordinarily exist in these venues. This would be conducted via internet research in the first instance.
Jodie would have contacted the venues via email/phone to discuss in more detail what placement/work
experience opportunities would focus on, the sorts of exposure to the organisation she would get and
how to apply. Jodie would include in the portfolio a journal entry on what was discussed and what she
found out, including copies of emails and responses. Jodie would also include in her portfolio copies of
any applications and job specs, and responses from venues even if they were unsuccessful.
Placement: Jodie would have kept a written journal on the activities she had undertaken on placement/
work experience providing insight into how she had developed her knowledge of her own role and work
and that of other professionals and artists in the organisation. As her adviser I planned to touch base
with her during her placement to discuss how it was going and what she was learning and getting out of
the experience - she would have been encouraged to also include details of these conversations in her
journal.
Reflection: I would have encouraged Jodie to reflect on her experiences considering what went well,
what she enjoyed and learnt and anything she found disappointing or unexpected from the experience,
considering how this might influence her own career plans.
Comments from others: Jodie would have requested a written testimonial from her
placement/volunteering supervisor, requesting that they specifically draw on her participation in the
organisations work. She would have also collected any other informal feedback from staff she worked
alongside.
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Unit 2: Jodie has considered her leadership project and has provided details of her plans for Parts A &
B, please see portfolio pages 23-28 for detail. Jodie couldn’t complete the delivery and reflection
aspects as our centre and the primary school she planned to deliver it to, closed due to lockdown.
Part C: Jodie intended to deliver a series of workshops across arts week, producing both the creative
content as well as the overall scheduling and management of the event for students at our feeder
primary school. Jodie has identified through her plans she would need to liaise with staff at the school
and all correspondence related to this including emails, calls, schedules, minutes of meetings, ideas
mapping would all have been collated for her portfolio.
As part of Jodie’s plans she identified a number of leadership skills she wished to develop with particular
emphasis on people leadership - how to manage relationships and communicate with people of different
ages (young children) or seniority (staff at the school), organisation skills and problem solving. Jodie
intended to keep a personal journal on where she had demonstrated these skills through her
interactions with staff at the school, the pupils during the delivery of the workshop programme including
self-reflection on where she could have handled or managed a situation better and what she would do
next time. All journal notes would have been accompanied by feedback from her adviser (me) observing
her practice, staff at the school and her peers who were supporting some aspect of the project. Jodie
had discussed with me different feedback mechanisms for different groups of people - eg smiley face
approach with children, more formal feedback surveys with staff from the school, recorded video
feedback with her peers.
Part D: The arts week workshops planned to culminate in a final performance day on the Friday
afternoon to be attended by the staff and pupils and their invited families. Jodie planned to liaise with
the headteachers office and the pastoral support teachers to manage the logistics for the day and
correspondence with parents/guardians. Jodie would have developed a separate project plan for this
part of the leadership project which would have included; liaising with the teachers on preparing an
introduction and welcome, a running order for the event, logistical plans for the set up of the hall and
any props and staging needed, including use of music and technology to show video projections as a
back drop to the performances.
Jodie already envisaged there would be lots of logistics to manage and she would need support. Jodie
planned to recruit her college peers to act as set up crew and stewards - a briefing for them would be
included in her plans so that their roles and responsibilities would be clear.
Jodie wanted to record the performance and had discussed the idea of one her photography student
peers to document both the workshops and the public showing.
The planning of the public showing would have run alongside her planning of the workshops and Jodie
was aware she would need to adapt her event plan as the workshop content developed. She planned to
keep records of her decisions and changes to the plan for her portfolio and provide reflection in her
journal. Her planning would include how to gather feedback, with a focus on gathering this from
parents and teachers who would be the audience for the event. Jodie had some ideas about a feedback
tree where parents could leave feedback on little cards found on their seat and then hung on the tree as
they left the school.
Part E: Jodie had identified in her plan that she would provide a written report on her leadership of the
project. As her adviser I would have specifically asked her to focus her reflection on the planning and
delivery of the workshops, planning and delivery of the performance and then specific reflection on how
her leadership skills developed through the whole programme of activity. She would have been
encouraged to consider all the feedback she had collected, to refer to her personal journal reflecting on
what went well and what could be improved. She would also have needed to comment specifically on
how she has developed the leadership skills she had identified in her original plans and her overall
personal development as an arts professional through the process.
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Young Person’s reflective statement: Assessment Criteria
Referring to the assessment criteria in your toolkit, young people should provide
one notable example of how they would have developed their skills against the four
assessment criteria areas in the parts of the qualification part completed/not
completed.
Examples should include how work planned to be completed would have demonstrated these
skills.
The reflective statement can be submitted in audio format if preferred (MP3 /wav are
recommended) - please name your file(s) suitably and include information below about where
the file(s) can be accessed and add timecodes as appropriate (if your recording includes detail
for more than one young person).

Art Form Knowledge and Understanding

For Unit 1 Part B, I wanted to gain a volunteering or placement opportunity at a theatre. I’m interested in
stage management and working in a theatre would have given me a great opportunity to see what the job
entails and what sort of training I would need to have to be able to do this type of job. My plan was to
research different theatres locally that offered placement, volunteering or internship opportunities and even
if they didn’t have an opportunity available, I would have asked if I could talk to someone about how they
select and recruit stage managers as well as the skills and experience they expect them to have. I was keen to
find something local to participate in, rather than national but I would have researched into opportunities in
some national venues to see the range of opportunities that might be available to me. Through placement I
was happy to be flexible about what work I could get involved in as this would have help me to see the range
of job roles you can find in a theatre venue and gain hands on experience of doing work that contributes to
the work of the venue. I am sure this would have widened my understanding of a working theatre and the
types of job roles I might want to think about for my future career as well as gain hands on experience I could
use in my CV.

Creativity
For my leadership project I had planned to organise a range of workshops for primary aged children as part of
arts week, leading to a final performance and showing of the work they produced. I planned to lead on the
development of the content of all the workshops, which would have covered music, dance, drama and art. I
wanted to give the children a chance to experience and have fun with these art forms and planned to use the
theme ‘community’ to create art works or performances related to this theme. All the workshops would have
provided variety and choice for the children so that there was something for everyone and would have helped
them explore their own creativity through the activities. I also wanted to stage the public event at the end of
the week in such a way that creatively showcased the range of activities the children had participated in and the
work they had produced. I planned to create a walking tour through the school and ending in the school hall
where they would see different art work and performances along the way, demonstrating my own abilities to be
creative in both the content of the workshops and the showcasing of the art work produced.
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Communication

To successfully deliver my leadership project I would have needed to communicate effectively with a range
of people including, the Headteacher at the primary school, teachers and pastoral staff, parents, my adviser
and primary aged children. This would have really challenged me to consider the range of communication
styles I would need to use with each of these people. I wanted to develop my communication skills through
this project as I often get nervous with people of seniority or speaking as part of a public events, so I was
keen to push myself outside of my comfort zone. I would have needed to use a formal approach in my verbal
and written communication and though meetings with teaching staff at the school to negotiate delivery plans
and workshop facilitation. When communicating with parents this would have been in written form as I
would have drafted a letter, therefore the tone would be formal but friendly. The workshops and public
event would need to appeal to children and adults therefore any workshop delivered by me would have
needed to accommodate more basic instructions and enthusiastic delivery to ensure children understood
and remained engaged in the workshops. For the public event, I planned to develop a short introduction to
introduce what we have been working on and why and to provide an opportunity to praise/thank staff and
children for supporting the activities. The speech at the public event, is the aspect I would have been most
nervous about and would have spent time drafting a script and practising in front of my adviser to develop
my confidence.

Planning and review
As I didn’t complete my leadership project I didn’t therefore develop a detailed plan for the public event which
was an outcome of the arts workshops and wasn’t able to finally reflect on the overall project and the
development of my leaderships skills through it. I would have developed a separate plan for the public events as
the logistics for this would have been different as I wanted to create a walking tour through the school for the
audience that that took them through to the school hall where they would see the remaining performances. The
plan would have considered, set up of all the public spaces, scheduling for the performances, props, scenery and
technology for each performance or curation of art work. Assigning roles to teachers and peers on the set up of
their designated displays or areas. I would also have needed to brief my peers as they would be stewarding the
events and supporting the audience through the different spaces. All plans would have been agreed with teaching
staff during the week, so they could support and assist and act as team leaders across certain responsibilities.
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This project would have been a great opportunity to really develop and undertake a project plan for start to finish
and would have enhanced my knowledge of what is required to pull off a great event.
In terms of review, I would have created a written report, as this is my preferred method for reflecting and
documenting my achievements. I would have my journal to refer to which would help to provide detailed analysis
of how the workshops went, how the public event went and then finally how my leadership skills had developed
across the project and any particular challenges I had encountered along the way. I would have also used a range
of feedback from teaching staff, the audience and the children to consider how well I delivered the project from
both a creative and practical standpoint as well as whether they felt I had been effective in my leadership of the
project as a whole. Prior to creating my report, I would have talked with my adviser to ensure that all relevant
information was included.

Assessment declaration:
Based on the young person’s completed evidence in their portfolio and their reflective
statements, please provide a short statement of how the young person has met the standard
of learning at Level 3 and your feedback on any areas for development. (max 100 words)

Jodie’s work in her portfolio is detailed and has shown her to have been effective in her personal arts
development and gain a much greater understanding of the arts and arts sector through her engagement in
the Gold award. It would have been fantastic if she could have completed her leadership project, as this
ambitious project would have really stretched her ability to collaborate and communicate with a range of
different people. Nevertheless, the work undertaken in her portfolio demonstrates Jodie’s ability to
communicate complex ideas, provide persuasive arguments and use her new-found knowledge to support
her own views and opinions.
Overall result: Pass

Below Pass (please delete as applicable)

Please Note: If your adviser assessment results in a Below Pass you must not submit for moderation
as the young person has not fulfilled the minimum requirement for adapted assessment. Below Pass
portfolios received at moderation will be marked as absent. If you have marked a Pass please
complete the declaration below.

I
Tim Burke____confirm that this portfolio is a minimum of 50% complete with
evidence in sufficient detail to meet the assessment criteria.
I am confident that___Jodie Smith
would have achieved a Pass mark if they had been
able to fulfil all the evidence points required for each Part of Gold Arts Award.

Adviser signature:

Tim Burke

(Please type)

Date: 01/05/21
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